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Inhalational exposure to crystalline silica is linked to several debilitating systemic

autoimmune diseases characterized by a prominent humoral immune component, but

the mechanisms by which silica induces autoantibodies is poorly understood. To better

understand how silica lung exposure breaks B cell tolerance and unleashes autoreactive

B cells, we exposed both wildtype mice of healthy C57BL/6 and lupus-prone BXSB,

MRL, and NZB strains and mice carrying an autoantibody transgene on each of these

backgrounds to instilled silica or vehicle and monitored lung injury, autoimmunity, and B

cell fate. Silica exposure induced lung damage and pulmonary lymphoid aggregates in

all strains, including in genetically diverse backgrounds and in autoantibody transgenic

models. In wildtype mice strain differences were observed in specificity of autoantibodies

and site of enhanced autoantibody production, consistent with genetic modulation of

the autoimmune response to silica. The unique autoantibody transgene reporter system

permitted the in vivo fate of autoreactive B cells and tolerance mechanisms to be tracked

directly, and demonstrated the presence of transgenic B cells and antibody in pulmonary

lymphoid aggregates and bronchoalveolar lavage fluid, respectively, as well as in spleen

and serum. Nonetheless, B cell enumeration and transgenic antibody quantitation

indicated that B cell deletion and anergy were intact in the different genetic backgrounds.

Thus, silica exposure sufficient to induce substantial lung immunopathology did not

overtly disrupt central B cell tolerance, even when superimposed on autoimmune

genetic susceptibility. This suggests that silica exposure subverts tolerance at alternative

checkpoints, such as regulatory cells or follicle entry, or requires additional interactions

or co-exposures to induce loss of tolerance. This possibility is supported by results

of differentiation assays that demonstrated transgenic autoantibodies in supernatants

of Toll-like receptor (TLR)7/TLR9-stimulated splenocytes harvested from silica-exposed,
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but not vehicle-exposed, C57BL/6 mice. This suggests that lung injury induced by silica

exposure has systemic effects that subtly alter autoreactive B cell regulation, possibly

modulating B cell anergy, and that can be unmasked by superimposed exposure to TLR

ligands or other immunostimulants.

Keywords: silica, humoral autoimmunity, B cell tolerance, lupus, autoantibody transgene

INTRODUCTION

Autoimmune diseases afflict 10–20% of the US population, often
striking young adults and destroying vital organs. Abnormal
activation of self-reactive B cells and T cells precipitates
spontaneous immune attack on the body. Current therapies
can dampen the immune response but do so non-specifically
and risk serious side effects. There is an urgent need for
safer treatments, but their development will require a better
understanding of underlying disease pathogenesis. Considerable
evidence indicates that autoimmune responses originate from
interaction of environmental triggers with disease susceptibility
genes, but little is known about the cellular or molecular basis of
this interaction. In particular there is a paucity of information
about the mechanism by which environmental agents lead
to loss of autoimmune regulation, the fundamental defect in
these diseases.

Inhalational exposure to crystalline silica dust (silicon
dioxide) has been convincingly linked to human autoimmunity
(1). Silica is an abundant natural mineral used commercially
in multiple industrial applications and in professions where
grinding processes produce silica dust. In addition, there is
silica exposure in numerous occupations with manipulation of
crustal sources (e.g., agriculture and mining). Numerous case
series, case-control, and other epidemiological studies link silica
exposure to systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE), anti-neutrophil
cytoplasmic autoantibody (ANCA)-associated vasculitis (AAV),
rheumatoid arthritis (RA), and systemic sclerosis (SSC), reviewed
in (1–5). These chronic relapsing autoimmune diseases cause
considerable disability, have life threatening consequences, and
currently afford limited opportunities for treatment.

A common and remarkable feature of each of these
autoimmune diseases is a prominent autoantibody (autoAb)
component. Each disease has a characteristic profile of circulating
autoAbs that serves as a biomarker to facilitate diagnosis,
prognostication, and disease monitoring and that informs
treatment decisions. The appearance of high affinity autoAbs
often precedes clinical disease, suggesting their importance
early in the disease process (6). Considerable experimental data
indicate that the autoAbs mediate tissue destruction and play
a critical role in disease pathogenesis (7). AutoAbs to nuclear
and other self-antigens deposit in and damage kidneys or bind
to and deplete blood cells in SLE (8–10); IgG reacting with

Abbreviations: ANCA, anti-neutrophil cytoplasmic autoantibody; AAV, ANCA-

associated vasculitis; autoAb, autoantibody; BALF, bronchoalveolar lavage

fluid; MPO, myeloperoxidase; RA, rheumatoid arthritis; SLE, systemic lupus

erythematosus; SSC, systemic sclerosis; Tg, transgene/transgenic; TLS, tertiary

lymphoid structures.

type II collagen, citrullinated proteins, and Ig itself (rheumatoid
factor) destroys peripheral joints in RA (11); IgG bound to
neutrophil myeloperoxidase and proteinase3 triggers small blood
vessel injury in ANCA vasculitis (12, 13); and antibodies to
nuclear antigens and cell membrane receptors facilitate skin and
organ fibrosis in SSC (14–16). The common feature in these
autoimmune diseases is activation of autoreactive B cells that
have escaped B cell tolerance to generate autoAbs.

To understand how inhalation of silica dust leads to breach

of immune tolerance and induction of humoral autoimmunity,
we took advantage of a preclinical model system developed

in part to better mirror the outbred human situation. This

unique mouse reporter system was previously generated to
study gene-environment interactions in SLE. For this purpose,

a lupus autoAb was expressed as a transgene (Tg) in the non-
autoimmune C57BL/6 (B6) strain as well as in multiple classic

lupus strains (MRL, NZB, BXSB) (17–20). Each lupus strain

carries a different constellation of lupus susceptibility genes,
such that they collectively mirror the genetic complexity of

human lupus. Moreover, the selected strains develop clinical and

immunological features and incorporate genetic susceptibility
relevant to multiple silica-linked diseases: MRL mice develop
delayed lupus nephritis, whereas their MRL/lpr congenic
counterparts develop aggressive kidney disease and RA-like
arthritis (21); a subset develop anti-myeloperoxidase (MPO)
autoAb similar to those observed in ANCA vasculitis (22).
NZB mice develop IFNα-receptor-dependent lupus with delayed
nephritis and severe autoAb-mediated autoimmune hemolytic
anemia (23, 24). NZB carry major risk alleles for severe nephritis
(25). The BXSB strain carries an aberrant macrophage receptor
with collagenous structure (MARCO) and develops nephritis
that is accelerated in the presence of the Y-chromosome-linked
autoimmune acceleration (Yaa) locus that includes a TLR7
duplication (26, 27).

In mice of these strains carrying the autoAb Tg, the fate of
Tg autoreactive B cells, Ab, and tolerance phenotypes can be
tracked and quantified. The IgMa Tg was originally constructed
from the dominant Ig heavy chain of an IgG autoAb derived
from a nephritic MRL/lpr mouse (28). The index IgG binds to
laminin, a multifunctional glycoprotein expressed in basement
membranes and a target of autoAbs implicated in SLE, blistering
dermatoses, reproductive failure, and other disorders (29–34).
A prominent subset of Tg autoAbs also crossreacts with DNA
(28), a prototypical target antigen in SLE. In healthy B6 mice,
these autoreactive Tg B cells are stringently regulated by central
deletion, anergy (a state of functional unresponsiveness), and
receptor editing (17, 18), tolerance phenotypes that are readily
measured and have been stable for over 1.5 decades of study
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in our mouse colony. Thus, the autoAb Tg permits reliable
tracking of key tolerance checkpoints using a single disease-
relevant autoAb. In the studies described herein, the autoAb
Tg system is leveraged to study and quantitate effects of silica
exposure on B cell tolerance, under the influence of genetically
distinct healthy and disease-prone backgrounds.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Mice
To study wildtype mice, young adult female autoimmune NZB,
BXSB, and MRL mice and healthy C57BL/6 (B6) mice were
purchased from Jackson Labs and used between 1.6 and 3months
of age. Generation and characterization of the LamH IgMa+
autoAb Tg was previously described (17, 18). The autoAb Tg was
crossed onto the B6 strain a minimum of 21 generations and
onto NZB/BINJ (NZB), BXSB, and MRL strains between 9 and
21 generations, and carried as a hemizygote (19). Experimental
autoAb Tg mice were bred in our colony and included adult
male and female mice between 4.3 and 11.7 months of age,
with mice of similar age, primarily littermates, assigned to silica
and vehicle instillation within a strain. Mice were housed in
microisolators in a specific pathogen-free facility with a 14:10-
h light/dark cycle. The care and use of all experimental animals
were in accordance with institutional guidelines, and all studies
and procedures were approved by the local Institutional Animal
Care and Use Committees and conform to institutional standards
and to the National Institutes of Health guide for the care and use
of laboratory animals.

Silica Administration
Heat sterilized endotoxin-free crystalline silica (Min-U-Sil-5
crystalline silica) was administered once by oropharyngeal
instillation as a suspension in sterile phosphate-buffered saline,
at 0.2 mg/gm, as described (35, 36). This dose of silica was chosen
to ensure that it overcomes pulmonary clearance mechanisms
and results in substantial lung delivery and response, including
lung inflammation, recruitment of pulmonary lymphocytes, and
induction of tertiary lymphoid structures, as observed in our pilot
studies and described in investigation into silica-related lung and
immune injury using intratracheal or transoral instillations of
5–10mg silica (37–39). Saline alone was administered as control.

Tissue and Organ Harvest and Preparation
Wildtype mice were sacrificed at 1, 2, or 3 months after silica
instillation for analysis of the whole lung lavage fluid and blood
and organ harvest. AutoAb transgenic mice were sacrificed at
times indicated in the text. Following CO2 euthanasia, blood was
collected from the inferior vena cava and serum stored at−20◦C.
In some mice the descending aorta was transected and organs
perfused with saline via the right ventricle. Spleens were removed
into culture media. The trachea was exposed and cannulated with
PE-60 tubing (Clay Adams, NJ) and lungs lavaged with PBS and
bronchoalveolar lavage fluid (BALF) collected (40). The right
lung was removed and single cell suspensions for cell culture and
flow cytometry obtained by tissue fragmentation in 1ml RPMI
medium using a blade, followed by digestion at 37◦C for 40min

after addition of 5ml solution containing 1 mg/ml collagenase
and 0.2 mg/ml DNase 1, with reaction stoppage by addition of
cold 120mM EDTA and cell collection through a 70µm strainer
prior to ACK red cell lysis. The left lung was isolated, inflated
to a pressure of 20 cm H2O with 10% formalin, removed, and
immersed in fixative for immunohistochemistry (IHC).

Quantitation of Lymphocyte Subsets by
Flow Cytometry
For flow cytometry, freshly isolated red blood cell-depleted lung
or spleen cell suspensions were Fcgamma Receptor blocked and
stained using fluorescence (FL)-labeled Ig, and isotype controls,
for CD45 (leukocytes), CD19 (B cells), CD3 (T cells), IgMa (Ig
Tg), and IgMb (endogenous Ig) as previously described (19, 20).
Data were acquired using FACScalibur or FACSCanto machines
(BD Biosciences, San Jose, CA), and data were analyzed using
FlowJo software (Ashland, OR).

BALF Cell Counts and Evaluation of Lung
Injury and Tertiary Lymphoid Structures
(TLS)
Cells from the BALF were isolated using centrifugation (1,500
rpm, 15min) and the supernatant was stored at−80◦C. The cells
underwent red cell lysis (ACK lysis solution) and were counted
using a Cellometer K2 (Nexcelom Bioscience, Laurence, MA).
Total cell counts were obtained and normalized to the BALF
lavage volume. Cells were then immobilized by cytospin and
stained with Diff-Quik staining solution to obtain differential
counts. Histological analysis was performed on H&E or PAS
stained tissue. Lung injury was scored on a 5-point scale that
incorporated inflammation, edema, hemorrhage, necrosis, and
fibrosis across whole lung sections (41) by an experienced
veterinary diagnostician (YA) blinded to study group, using a
Nikon photomicroscope and images acquired using an NIS-
Elements Nikon camera. To identify deposited silica particles,
lung H&E sections were examined with a polarizing attachment
as previously described (42). For lung direct IF and quantitation
of lymphoid structures, 10% formalin inflated/fixed whole lungs
were oriented similarly in cassettes for paraffin embedding, and
sectioned (5µm), with one full-size section from within the first
250µm of tissue used for counting. This was based on a pilot
study examining silica-exposed lungs (n = 3) at multiple (5)
depths through the lung, which showed that while the average %
lung area containing TLS and TLS composition (B/T cell ratios)
were similar at all depths, the overall lung section size decreased
after a depth of 250µm. Lung sections were deparaffinized,
heated in 10mM citrate buffer (pH 6.0) to expose antigen,
and stained with anti-B220 (B cells) and anti-CD3e (T cells)
using appropriate blocking buffer, then labeled using species-
specific TRITC-(B cells) or FITC-(T cells) labeled secondary Ab,
and counterstained with DAPI (nuclei). Mouse spleen sections
served as a positive staining control. For quantitation of TLS:
whole lung sections were scanned at the Alafi Neuroimaging
Core (Washington University, St. Louis, MO) and NDP Viewer
software (Hamamatsu) used for data collection. Images were
gridded and each block assessed for TLS, which we defined as
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a group of 10+ adjacent B and/or T cells. Where indicated,
perimeter, area, and B/T cell composition of each TLS were
recorded using the Freehand annotation tool. Total TLS area
is normalized to overall lung area for the entire lung section,
measured using the Freehand tool. Slides were scored by an
investigator blinded to study group.

Cell Culture
For autoAb measurement assays, lung and spleen cell
preparations were RBC-depleted and cells plated in 48- or
96-well plates containing one million cells/mL in RPMI 1640
medium (Sigma, St. Louis. MO) containing 10% heat inactivated
fetal bovine serum (HI-FBS), plus 2mM additional L-glutamine,
100 U/mL Penicillin-Streptomycin, 1X MEM Non-essential
Amino Acids, 10mM HEPES Buffer, pH 7.6, and 1mM Sodium
Pyruvate (all additives from Gibco, Waltham MA). To test for
the capacity of superimposed environmental stimuli (microbial
products) to enhance autoAb production by B cells from silica-
exposed wildtype mice and to test for defective or reversible
anergy in B cells from autoAb Tg mice, a subset of cell cultures
were stimulated with either 50µg/mL lipopolysaccharide
(LPS, TLR4 agonist, Sigma) or a combination of 2µg/mL
resiquimod (R848, TLR7 agonist, Sigma) and 1µg/mL ODN
1668 CpG oligos (CpG, TLR9 agonist, Invivogen, San Diego,
CA). Cells were cultured for 7–8 days in 5% CO2, 37

◦C. Collected
culture supernatants were stored with 0.01% sodium azide as a
preservative at−20◦C until assay.

Ig and AutoAb Quantitation by ELISA
ELISA was used to detect lupus-associated anti-DNA and
vasculitis-associated anti-MPO autoAb in wildtype mice,
and to detect lupus-associated anti-laminin and anti-DNA
autospecificities encoded by the Tg in autoAb Tg mice. Total Ig
and Ig Tg (IgMa+) concentration in serum, BALF, and culture
supernatants was determined by ELISA, as described (17, 19).
To detect autoAb, Immulon 2 HB plates (Thermo Scientific,
Waltham, MA) were coated overnight at 4◦C with antigen
diluted in PBS, including ssDNA prepared by phenol chloroform
extraction of calf thymus DNA (Worthington Biochemicals,
Lakewood, NJ) (43) at 4.5 or 45µg/mL, human leukocyte MPO
(Sigma Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, or Lee Biosolutions, Maryland
Heights, MO) at 0.02 or 0.2 U/mL, laminin from Engelbreth-
Holm-Swarm mouse sarcoma (Sigma) at 10µg/mL in PBS,
or with diluent (PBS) only. Plates were blocked for at least
60min with 3% BSA (Sigma) in PBS, incubated with samples for
minimum 60min, then labeled with goat-anti-mouse Ig-alkaline
phosphatase or mouse-anti-mouse-IgMa-biotin-conjugated
antibody (BD Pharmingen, San Diego, CA) followed by
alkaline-phosphatase conjugated streptavidin (Southern Biotech,
Birmingham, AL). Bound Ig were detected with phosphatase
substrate (Sigma) and OD405 recorded on Emax microplate
reader (Molecular Devices) using SoftMax software. Results for
binding to antigen were recorded as OD on antigen minus OD
on wells coated with diluent only, after subtraction of OD blank
(determined for dilution buffer without Ig). Controls include
anti-ssDNA IgG H241 (44), anti-MPO mAb clone CLB-MPO-
1/1 (Sigma Aldrich), anti-laminin IgG H50 (45), anti-laminin

IgM A10C (28), and anti-laminin/anti-DNA transfectant IgM
LamH/Vk8Jk5 (18). Unless otherwise indicated, serum was
diluted 1:20 in PBS/0.1% BSA for ELISA assays, and BALF and
cell culture supernatants were assayed undiluted.

Statistical Analysis
Data management and statistical analysis were performed using
JMP software (SAS, Cary, NC). Differences between silica- and
vehicle-exposed mice within each strain were assessed using
Wilcoxon each pair, with p < 0.05 considered significant.
Differences between silica-exposed mice across all strains were
evaluated using Kruskal-Wallis rank sums test and the multiple
comparisons Steel-Dwass All Pairs test was used to determine
which pairs were significant. To examine the capacity of silica
exposure to abrogate deletional tolerance in autoAb Tg mice,
sample size determination was performed to estimate the
minimum number of animals per group that could significantly
differentiate high level deletion (measured as low spleen B
cell counts) from a non-deletional phenotype in each strain.
Using reference values (mean and standard deviation) from
our published data (17–19) that includes experimental groups
containing mean 25.9 mice/group (range 11–48), a priori power
analyses suggested that 3 mice/group could attain statistical
significance of p < 0.05 with a 90% probability.

RESULTS

Lung Injury and Inflammation in Diverse
Backgrounds After Silica Exposure
To first determine if silica instillation induced lung injury and
lymphoid cell accumulation in mice of the different autoimmune
genetic susceptibilities, adult wildtype female mice of each
background (B6, BXSB, MRL, NZB) were given a single exposure
of 0.2 mg/gm (∼3–6 mg/mouse) crystalline silica or vehicle
(saline) at age 3 months (NZB, B6, MRL) or 1.6 months (BXSB)
and analyzed at 1, 2, or 3 months post-exposure. Three time
points were chosen for harvest because the effect of this exposure
on lung injury and survival in the different backgrounds was
unknown. At harvest mice ranged from 3.6 to 6 months old,
depending on the month post-exposure. Results showed that
all exposed mice survived until the predefined harvest date,
at which time mice exposed to silica showed extensive lung
injury, whereas vehicle-exposed lungs showed minimal damage
(Figures 1A,B). Lung histopathological examination revealed
leukocyte infiltration, granuloma formation, alveolar proteinosis,
lymphoid collections, edema, and scattered hemorrhage in silica-
exposed mice in each strain (Figure 1A). Lung injury was
observed at each time point tested, with no correlation between
lung injury score and months post-exposure (not shown).
Extensive lung injury was already observed by the 1 month time
point (Figure S.1). Among all silica-exposed mice, no significant
differences were found in lung score between the four strains
(Kruskal-Wallis test, ChiSquare = 2.59, p = 0.46, df = 3).
Polarizing light microscopy of lung tissue on H&E stained
sections revealed multiple small birefringent particles in lungs of
mice exposed to silica, whereas lungs of most mice exposed to
vehicle demonstrated only scattered background birefringence.
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Silica particles were concentrated in pulmonary nodules and
granulomas (Figure 1C), and in some animals were scattered
throughout lung parenchyma. In contrast, silica particles were
generally absent from lymphoid collections.

Silica exposure was associated with leukocytic infiltration of
bronchoalveolar space and lungs in each strain. BALF from silica-
exposed mice contained significantly more leukocytes than BALF
from their vehicle-exposed counterparts (Figure 1D). A Kruskal-
Wallis test also showed a significant difference in BALF leukocyte
counts between silica-exposed mice of different strains (Table 1).
Adjustment for multiple comparisons showed that both BXSB
and MRL silica-exposed mice had significantly higher BALF
leukocyte counts than did B6 or NZB silica-exposed mice (Steel-
Dwass All Pairs method, p < 0.05 each pair), whereas there were
no significant differences between MRL vs. BXSB or NZB vs. B6
silica-exposed groups. Whereas, macrophages dominated BALF
cell composition in vehicle-exposed mice (range 96% to 100%
of BALF cells in B6, BXSB and NZB mice, n = 16; range 60–
99% of BALF cells in MRL, n = 6), neutrophils constituted a
significantly greater proportion of BALF cells in silica-exposed
mice of each strain: % neutrophils, median (IQR), 15% (12.5)
for B6, 15% (19) for BXSB, 36% (21.5) for MRL, and 32% (19.5)
for NZB, all p < 0.05 vs. their vehicle-exposed counterparts.
Lymphocytes comprised a small percentage of BALF cells in all
strains (not shown).

Flow cytometry of dissociated whole lung revealed that silica-
exposed BXSB and MRL mice had significant enrichment for
CD45+ leukocytes and CD19+ B cells in their lungs compared to
their vehicle-exposed counterparts (Figure 1E). Lung leukocyte
counts also differed according to strain among all silica-exposed
mice, though in a pattern different from that observed for
BALF: silica-exposed BXSB lungs contained significantly fewer
leukocytes than lungs of silica-exposed MRL or NZB mice
(Table 1). For CD19+ B cell counts, a trend was observed for
fewer B cells in silica-exposed NZB vs. BXSB lungs (p = 0.05 by
Steel-Dwass All Pairs).

Lung Lymphoid Structures
Immunostaining revealed aggregates of B cells and T cells, similar
to TLS, scattered in the lungs of wildtype mice exposed to
silica (Figure 2A). Many TLS-like aggregates consisted of a B
cell-dominant central region with an adjacent or surrounding
collection of T cells, and numerous clusters abutted small blood
vessels or bronchioles (Figure 2B). Lymphoid aggregates were
delineated and quantified on gridded scanned images of whole
lung sections (Figure 2C). TLS were identified in lungs of silica-
exposed mice of each strain but were rarely observed in their
vehicle-exposed counterparts. This difference was statistically
significant for B6, BXSB, and MRL mice, measured both as total
number (Figure 2D) and as total lymphoid area as percent of
total lung area (Figure 2E). For NZB there was a trend toward an
increased number of lung TLS in silica- vs. vehicle-exposed mice.

Among silica-exposed mice differences between strains
were also observed, with silica-exposed MRL demonstrating
a significantly higher TLS count than their BXSB or NZB
counterparts and significantly higher TLS percent area than
silica-exposed B6 mice (Table 1). Among silica-exposed mice,

there was no correlation between TLS count and duration post-
exposure (p= 0.7966). TLS area did increase with post-exposure
duration (Spearman’s rho, p = 0.0485), primarily in BXSB and
MRL mice.

AutoAb in Lungs and Serum
Anti-DNA IgM and IgG autoAb were significantly higher in
BALF of silica-exposed mice compared to their vehicle-exposed
counterparts for the B6, BXSB, and MRL strains (Figures 3A,B).
Silica-exposed B6 and MRL also had higher BALF IgM levels
compared to vehicle exposed mice (Figure 3C). Conversely,
anti-DNA Ig levels in NZB BALF did not vary by exposure
(Figures 3A–C), although there was a trend to higher levels of
anti-DNA IgG in BALF of silica-exposed NZB. IgM antibodies
to MPO, a major target antigen in ANCA vasculitis, were
significantly elevated in BALF of silica- compared to vehicle-
exposed BXSB mice (Figure 3D). Low levels of anti-MPO IgG
were detected in BALF of several silica-exposed mice of other
strains; however, overall levels did not exceed those in their
vehicle-exposed counterparts. Among all silica-exposed mice, B6
had significantly lower levels of BALF autoAb than other strains,
including less anti-DNA IgM than silica-exposed mice in each of
the lupus strains, less anti-DNA IgG than silica-exposedMRL and
BXSB, and less anti-MPO than exposed BXSB (Table 1).

Isolated lung cells from exposed B6, MRL and NZB mice
were cultured with or without ligands to TLRs to assess
silica-related responsivity, with and without the additional
environmental (TLR) stimulus. Ligand to TLR4 or a mixture
of ligands to TLR7 and TLR9 were used, based on our
prior experience demonstrating additive effect of TLR7 and
9 ligands in unmasking reversible anergy in NZB lupus
(20). Both TLR solutions induced anti-DNA IgM, including
from lung cells of both silica- and vehicle-exposed mice; the
highest levels of anti-DNA IgM were induced by TLR7/9
ligand combination (not shown). Quantitation of anti-DNA
IgG revealed significantly higher levels in supernatants of lung
cells harvested from silica-exposed MRL mice and co-cultured
with TLR7/9 ligands compared to similarly cultured lung
cells from vehicle-exposed MRL mice (Figure 3E). In contrast,
recovery of TLR7/9-induced IgG anti-DNA was not increased
in lung cultures from silica- vs. vehicle-exposed B6 or NZB
mice (Figure 3E). Among all silica-exposed mice (B6, MRL,
and NZB), anti-DNA IgG production by TLR7/9-stimulated
lung cells was significantly higher for MRL compared to B6
or NZB (Table 1). For MRL mice, there were trends toward
higher spontaneous (in the absence of TLR ligand additive)
and TLR4 ligand-induced IgG anti-DNA levels in cultures of
lung cells derived from silica- compared to vehicle-exposed
mice (p = 0.0972 and p = 0.0987, respectively, not shown).
Among all silica-exposed mice, levels of TLR4-stimulated anti-
DNA IgG were significantly higher for MRL compared to B6 and
NZB (Table 1).

Elevated levels of IgM anti-MPO were detected in
supernatants of TLR7/TLR9 stimulated cultured lung cells
from 2 of 9 silica-exposed, vs. 0 of 6 vehicle-exposed, B6 mice;
however, overall anti-MPO autoAb levels did not significantly
exceed those in vehicle-exposed counterparts (not shown). Ig
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FIGURE 1 | Lung injury and inflammation in diverse wildtype mouse strains after exposure to crystalline silica. (A) Representative sections of lung from mice of

indicated strain 2 months (MRL) or 3 months (B6, BXSB, NZB) after instillation of silica or vehicle; H&E, original magnification ×40. Arrows indicate granulomas. (B)

Lung injury composite scores for mice of each strain after exposure to silica or vehicle. (C) Localization of silica particles in a representative H&E stained section of

lung tissue from an MRL mouse 1 month after silica instillation, viewed by conventional (left) or polarizing (right) light microscopy; thin arrows indicate granulomas,

thick arrows indicate lymphoid collections. (D) Leukocytes in BAL fluid, counted using Diffquick. (E) CD45+ leukocytes (left) and CD45+ CD19+ B cells (right) in

whole lung cell isolates of mice after exposure were quantitated by flow cytometry, gated on live cells. For data in scatterplots, lungs were harvested 1, 2, and 3

months post-exposure for each group, except for BXSB for which lungs were harvested at 2 or 3 months post-exposure. Each symbol represents an individual

mouse, with tissue harvested at 1, 2, or 3 months after exposure; the median for each group is indicated by the bar; *p < 0.05 and **p < 0.01 for silica- vs.

vehicle-exposed mice of same strain, Wilcoxon rank sum test.

reactive with alpha3(IV)NC1 collagen, the target antigen in
Goodpasture’s Disease/anti-glomerular basement membrane
nephritis, diseases with serologic and clinical overlap with ANCA
vasculitis, were detected in several supernatants of TLR7/TLR9-
stimulated cultured lung cells from MRL and B6 mice, including
cells from vehicle- as well as silica-exposed subjects (not shown).

Mice of all strains had detectable serum IgM and IgG
anti-ssDNA. Anti-DNA IgM and IgG levels did not differ

significantly between silica- and vehicle-exposed mice at tested
dilutions with the exception of NZB anti-DNA IgG levels, which
were significantly higher in silica-exposed mice (Figure 3F).
Among silica-exposed mice, serum anti-DNA IgG levels in MRL
significantly exceeded those in B6 and BXSB (and likely exceeded
those in NZB, noting that MRL serum was tested at 5-fold greater
dilution) (Figure 3F and Table 1); levels in NZB serum also
exceeded those in BXSB (Table 1).
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TABLE 1 | Differences between silica-exposed wildtype mice of diverse autoimmune genetic backgrounds.

Si-exposed strain Kruskal-Wallis Steel-Dwass all pairs

B6 BXSB MRL NZB Chi square df p-value p-value

Parameter Median IQRa Median IQR Median IQR Median IQR

BALF LEUKOCYTE COUNT (THOUSANDS)b

275 322 1,772 1124 1,096 2,406 147 185 17.77 3 0.0005 <0.05, BXSB vs. B6 & NZB

<0.05, MRL vs. B6 & NZB

LUNG CD45+ LEUKOCYTE COUNT (MILLIONS)b

4.6 12.6 2.3 0.7 5.9 7.3 4.0 16.8 11.62 3 0.0088 <0.05, BXSB vs. MRL &

NZB

LUNG TLS COUNTc

51 34 29 28 70 46 14.5 20.3 15.55 3 0.0014 <0.05, MRL vs. BXSB

<0.01, MRL vs. NZB

LUNG TLS AREA %c

0.79 0.84 1.11 1.76 1.47 0.91 0.47 1.23 10.03 3 0.0183 <0.05, MRL vs. B6

BALF autoAb LEVELS (OD405)d

α-DNA IgM 0.262 0.255 0.965 0.928 1.386 1.223 0.635 0.340 19.85 3 0.0002 <0.01, B6 vs. MRL

<0.05, B6 vs. BXSB & NZB

α-DNA IgG 0.058 0.056 0.445 0.661 1.510 1.452 0.273 0.616 20.63 3 0.0001 <0.01, B6 vs. MRL & BXSB

α-MPO IgM 0.000 0.005 0.079 0.094 0.003 0.047 0.008 0.026 12.97 3 0.0047 <0.01, B6 vs. BXSB

LUNG CELL CULTURE (TLR LIGAND STIMULATED) ANTI-DNA IgG (OD405)d

TLR7/9 0.011 0.029 – – 0.312 0.910 0.000 0.013 16.10 2 0.0003 <0.01, MRL vs. B6 & NZB

TLR4 0.000 0.003 – – 0.100 0.307 0.000 0.014 16.08 2 0.0003 <0.001, MRL vs. B6

<0.05, MRL vs. NZB

SERUM ANTI-DNA IgG (OD405)d

0.553 0.572 0.278 0.362 2.965 2.536 2.045 1.727 21.35 3 <0.0001 <0.01, MRL vs. B6 & BXSB

<0.05, NZB vs. BXSB

aBALF, bronchoalveolar lavage fluid; IQR, interquartile range; df, degrees of freedom; MPO, myeloperoxidase; Si, silica; TLR, toll-like receptor; TLS, tertiary lymphoid structures.
bBALF leukocyte counts were determined by Cellometer K2 and lung counts by flow cytometry.
cLung TLS count and % area were quantified on gridded images of scanned whole lung sections stained for B and T cells.
dAutoantibodies in undiluted BALF and lung cell culture supernatants and in sera diluted 1:100, except for MRL sera diluted 1:500, were measured using ELISA.

A few mice of different strains had detectable serum anti-
MPO Ig, without a discernable difference based on exposure.
Splenocytes from all strains and from mice exposed both to silica
and vehicle produced IgM anti-ssDNA in culture, with increased
levels after TLR ligand stimulation. TLR4 ligand induced the
highest level of IgG anti-DNA from MRL splenocytes, although
induced levels did not differ significantly between exposure
groups (not shown). BXSB splenocytes uniquely produced high
levels of IgM anti-MPO after TLR ligand stimulation; however,
levels did not vary based on exposure (not shown).

Silica Exposure in AutoAb Tg Mice
A major goal of these studies was to directly assess the impact
of silica instillation on autoreactive B cell fate and pathogenic
autoAb production. For this purpose, we took advantage of
an established autoAb Tg reporter system in which B6, NZB,
MRL, and BXSB mice carry the LamH IgMa autoAb Tg (17,
18). LamH encodes a dominant Ig heavy chain that generates
Ig reactive with laminin and DNA. Expression of the autoAb
Tg enriches for B cells with this autospecificity that can
be readily tracked using allotypic or idiotypic markers. This
model permits measurement of major tolerance mechanisms:

deletion is quantitated using spleen B cell counts; anergy
can be assessed in part by autoAb production and B cell
response to TLR4 stimulation; and receptor inclusion or editing
can be measured by expression of endogenous Ig chains.
This overcomes some limitations of dissecting mechanisms in
wildtype mice with highly diverse polyclonal B cell populations
and specificities in which tracking the fate of individual B cells
is difficult.

For these experiments, adult autoAb Tg mice were given a
single exposure of 0.2 mg/gm (∼3–6 mg/mouse) crystalline silica
or vehicle (saline) and analyzed after 3.5–7 weeks. AutoAb Tg
mice were age-matched to silica vs. vehicle exposure within each
strain using littermates (Tg+ mice are not age-matched across
strains because between-strain comparison was not a primary
goal of this study that measures effects of silica exposure on
B cell tolerance mechanisms). Ages are reported for individual
autoAb Tg mice in Table S.1. Older adult mice were included,
as we rationalized that breach of tolerance, if present, may
be more likely detected in older individuals. All autoAb Tg
mice were exposed on the same date, and within each autoAb
Tg strain mice in the two exposure groups were harvested
on the same date. B6-Tg, BXSB-Tg, and MRL-Tg mice were
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FIGURE 2 | Tertiary lymphoid structures (TLS) in lungs of wildtype mice exposed to silica. (A) Representative sections of lung from mice of indicated strain 2 months

(MRL) or 3 months (B6, BXSB, NZB) after instillation of silica or vehicle, stained with anti-B220 (B cells, red) and anti-CD3e (T cells, green), original magnification

×100. (B) Representative peribronchiolar (left) and perivascular (right) tertiary lymphoid structures (thick arrows), from the lung of an MRL mouse 1 month after silica

exposure; b, bronchiole; v, vessel. The insets show the whole lung section, with the area of magnification outlined by the red box at the tip of the arrow. (C)

Representative whole lung section scanned after staining with fluorescein-conjugated anti-mouse-CD19 (B cells, red) or anti-mouse-CD3e (T cells, green). The inset

shows four TLS. TLS were counted and TLS area quantitated across the entire lung section. (D) TLS number per whole lung section; and (E) TLS area as percentage

of area of whole lung section. For scatterplots each symbol represents an individual mouse; the median for each group is indicated by the bar; *p < 0.05 and **p <

0.01 for silica- vs. vehicle-exposed mice of same strain, Wilcoxon rank sum test.

harvested 1.5–1.75 months after silica exposure, a time point
based on results in wildtype mice, in which extensive lung
inflammation and TLS were already observed by 1 month after
silica instillation. A similar post-exposure duration was planned
for NZB-Tg mice; however due to weight loss and death of
3 NZB-Tg mice within 3 weeks post-exposure, the remaining

NZB-Tg were harvested at this time point and are included in
this report.

Lung injury was observed in all autoAb Tg mice exposed
to silica, and included inflammation, necrosis, fibrosis, alveolar
proteinosis, and edema, whereas vehicle-exposed lungs showed
no or minimal injury (Figure S.2A). Immunostaining revealed
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FIGURE 3 | Autoantibody production in wildtype mice of diverse genetic backgrounds exposed to silica. (A) Anti-ssDNA IgM; (B) Anti-ssDNA IgG; (C) IgM

concentration; and (D) Anti-MPO IgM levels in bronchoalveolar lavage fluid (BALF) from wildtype mice 1–3 months after exposure to silica or vehicle. Autoantibody

levels were measured as OD405 for binding to antigen minus binding to diluent-only using undiluted BALF in duplicate. (E) Anti-ssDNA IgG levels in supernatants

derived from lung cells cultured with a mixture of TLR7 and TLR9 ligands R848 and CpG oligos, from mice of indicated exposure and strain. (F) Anti-ssDNA IgG levels

in serum diluted 1/100 or 1/500, as indicated. Each symbol represents an individual mouse; the median for each group is indicated by the bar; *p < 0.05 and **p <

0.01 for silica- vs. vehicle-exposed mice of same strain, Wilcoxon rank sum test.

aggregates of B and T cells consistent with TLS scattered in the
lungs of the silica-exposed subset in each strain (Figures S.2B,C).
Overall TLS counts per whole lung section (58.7 ± 29.8, mean
± SD, n = 12) in the silica-exposed autoAb Tg mice were
comparable to TLS counts in wildtype mice (45.1± 30.1, n= 31).
Similar to the case in wildtype mice, numerous lymphoid clusters
were located adjacent to small blood vessels or bronchioles
(Figure S.2D). Semiquantitative assessment of TLS composition
identified a relatively low proportion of B cells within lymphoid
clusters in autoAb Tg mice on the MRL and NZB backgrounds
(Figure S.2E). Flow cytometric analysis confirmed that B cells
expressing the Tg+ allotype IgMa were represented among lung
infiltrating B cells (Figure S.2F).

Tolerance Phenotypes in Silica-Exposed
AutoAb Tg Mice
Despite evidence of extensive lung injury and TLS formation in
silica-exposed adult autoAb Tg mice across a range of ages and
autoimmune backgrounds, overt breach of B cell tolerance was
not detected in any mouse. The total number of splenic B cells
was very low in all autoAb Tg mice studied (5.7 ± 3.4 million,
mean± SD, n= 25), regardless of exposure or background strain
(values for individual mice by strain are shown in Figure 4A). In

each of the four strains, the mean number of B cells per spleen
in Tg+ mice was very similar to that previously reported in our
colonies. Spleen B cell counts (millions, mean ± SD) by autoAb
Tg strain were 4.9 ± 2.8 for B6, 8.8 ± 4.3 for BXSB, 4.9 ± 1.7
for MRL, and 3.9 ± 1.3 for NZB. This compares to historical
mean counts of 6.0, 10.6, 5.6, and 3.6 million, respectively, for
these autoAb Tg strains (17, 19).We observed similar consistency
in spleen B cell number among different cohorts of B6 Tg+
mice in our colonies evaluated many years apart (17–19, 46).
Historically the spleen B cell count in unmanipulated autoAb
Tg+ mice represented a 76–89% reduction in the total number
of splenic B cells compared to non-Tg (wildtype) counterparts,
in which average B cell counts ranged from 18.2 million in
NZB to 60.6 million in BXSB (19). Although age-matched
non-Tg littermates were not evaluated simultaneously in the
current study, preventing direct comparison of autoAb Tg+
and non-Tg spleen B cell counts, spleen B cell counts of the
commercially-acquired adult wildtype mice exposed to silica
or vehicle and described in the current study (n = 53) were
comparable to historical values (Figure 4A). Within each strain,
spleen B cell counts were highly significantly lower in autoAb
Tg mice compared to wildtype mice for B6, BXSB and MRL,
and significant with p = 0.0027 for NZB (Figure 4A). For all
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silica-exposed autoAb Tg mice, mean spleen B cell count was
5.3 ± 3.5 million (n = 12). Collectively, the findings support the
notion that a large number of B cells in the autoAb Tg+ mice
undergo deletional tolerance and that exposure to silica and its
associated lung inflammation does not promote a major breach
in this central regulation.

The number of splenic B cells did not differ between silica- and
vehicle-exposed groups in any autoAb Tg strain (Figure S.3A),
nor did the number of splenic B cells in silica-exposed autoAb
Tg mice differ between strains (Kruskal-Wallis test, ChiSquare
= 3.62, p = 0.3061, df = 3). The number of mice per individual
exposure group is small, however, and a larger number of subjects
will be needed to detect lesser, partial, or subtle defects in
deletional regulation, if present.

The functional status of the residual Tg B cells was assessed
by quantitating Ig production, an indicator of B cell activation
and differentiation. For this purpose, levels of serum Tg-encoded
IgM and autoAbs were measured in B6-Tg, BXSB-Tg, and NZB-
Tg mice, in which Tg allotype IgMa is readily distinguished from
endogenous IgMb (levels are not reported for MRL mice, in
which endogenous IgM is j-allotype that crossreacts with IgMa,
such that differentiation of Tg from endogenous Ig is not possible
using anti-allotype reagents). Serum IgMa concentrations ranged
from 1.2 to 30.5 µg/mL (Figure 4B), similar to the low levels
we previously observed in LamH autoAb Tg mice and 10-
to 100-fold lower than normal serum IgM concentrations in
wildtype mice (47). Serum levels of Tg anti-laminin autoAb
were very low (Figure 4C), consistent with ongoing regulation
of the residual Tg anti-laminin B cells that escaped deletion.
Anti-ssDNA autoAb encoded by Tg IgMa were detected in
serum, indicating that at least a subset of residual Tg-encoded
B cells are activated in vivo (Figure 4D). Low levels of Tg IgMa
were detected in BALF (range 0.001–0.178µg/mL), with a trend
toward higher levels in silica compared to vehicle-exposed mice
in B6 and BXSB strains (not shown). Whereas, trace amounts of
anti-DNA IgMa were detected in BALF from several mice, no
anti-laminin IgMa was detected. Collectively, these findings are
consistent with preservation of anergy in residual (non-deleted)
anti-laminin Tg B cells, despite exposure to silica.

Another hallmark of anergy in autoAb Tg models is failure
of TLR4 ligand LPS to induce Tg autoAb from cultured splenic
B cells. In the current experiments sufficient spleen cells were
available from B6-Tg and BXSB-Tg mice to assay effects of TLR
ligand stimulation. Only low levels of Tg anti-laminin IgMa
were induced regardless of silica exposure of the donor autoAb
Tg mouse (Figure 4E). This finding supports preservation of
anergy in the residual Tg B cells. Surprisingly, stimulation with
a combination of TLR7/TLR9 ligands induced substantial levels
of Tg anti-laminin autoAb. In B6-Tg mice, there was a trend
for greater anti-laminin Tg Ig production by TLR7/9-stimulated
B cells from silica- compared to vehicle-exposed mice, despite
plating of similar numbers of B cells (Figure 4E). A similar trend
was seen for TLR7/9 induction of Tg anti-DNA autoAb from
silica-exposed B6 B cells (Figure S.4).

There is also evidence that the Tg B cells are regulated
in part by receptor editing, as previously described for this
model (18). Flow cytometric analysis of lung cells using

allotype-specific anti-sera confirmed the presence of IgMa+ Tg
B cells among lung leukocytes in B6-Tg, BXSB-Tg, and NZB-
Tg strains (Figure S.2F). In all autoAb Tg mice the percent of
lung CD45+CD19+ B cells that are IgMa+ was low (range 3.2–
38.9%), a finding not accounted for by endogenous IgMb staining
(Figure S.2F). This suggests downregulation of surface IgM, a
feature frequently seen in B cell anergy. In the spleen, surface Tg
(IgMa) expression on CD19+ B cells varied inversely with that of
endogenous IgMb (Figure S.3B), with lowest IgMa levels in B6-
Tg mice and only a low frequency of double positive cells (range
0.7–5.7% of CD19+ cells, not shown). This suggests that editing
including heavy chain allelic inclusion is operative, particularly in
the B6 strain.

DISCUSSION

Results from silica exposure in mice of genetically diverse
backgrounds, including non-autoimmune B6 and autoimmune-
prone BXSB, MRL, and NZB strains, substantiate silica’s
universal capacity to induce pulmonary injury and lymphoid
aggregates and demonstrate strain-specific effects on humoral
autoimmunity and B cell tolerance. We detected strain
differences in autoAb specificity and in the site of enhanced
autoAb production, consistent with genetic modulation of the
autoimmune response to silica. Using an autoAb Tg reporter
system to track the in vivo fate of autoreactive Tg B cells, we
were able to measure several tolerance mechanisms within the
different strains after exposure to a silica dose capable of inducing
severe lung injury and TLS in each strain. We observed gross
preservation of autoreactive B cell regulation in each autoAb
Tg strain: spleen B cells remained markedly depleted in all
Tg strains, consistent with intact central immune tolerance,
and the residual population of autoAb Tg B cells contributed
only low to modest levels of serum Tg IgMa and minimal
Tg anti-laminin Ig, regardless of exposure. These tolerance
phenotypes mirror those previously reported for unmanipulated
mice bearing this autoAb Tg (17, 18), and indicate that
silica exposure alone does not overtly disrupt central B cell
tolerance. This suggests that silica exposure subverts tolerance at
alternative checkpoints, such as regulatory cells or follicle entry,
or requires additional interactions or co-exposures to induce loss
of tolerance.

It is interesting to note that autoAb Tg B cells localize to lungs
of silica-exposed mice in each strain, as demonstrated by flow
cytometry and immunohistochemistry, and aggregate in TLS-like
clusters. The potential of these B cells to increase local production
of autoAb after silica exposure and resulting lung inflammation
in B6 and BXSB mice is suggested by the trend toward increased
levels of Tg Ig in BALF of silica-exposed mice in these strains;
nonetheless, BALF levels of Tg IgMa remain low and anti-DNA
and anti-laminin Ig levels are negligible in this setting.

Systemic Effects of Silica on Autoimmune
Regulation
An unexpected finding was the induction of substantial levels of
anti-laminin autoAb Tg by splenocytes harvested from B6 mice
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FIGURE 4 | Autoreactive B cell regulation in autoantibody transgenic (autoAb Tg) mice with or without exposure to crystalline silica. (A) Spleen CD19+ B cell numbers

as determined by flow cytometric analysis in autoAb Tg and WT mice. Within an indicated strain, silica and vehicle-exposed mice are pooled for each genotype; **p <

0.01, ***p < 0.001 for autoAb Tg vs. wildtype mice of the same strain, Wilcoxon rank sum test. (B) Serum IgMa (Tg) concentration, determined using a standard

curve; (C) serum anti-laminin Tg autoAb, with cutoff for laminin-binding positivity at an OD of 0.050 indicated by the dashed line; and (D) serum anti-ssDNA Tg

autoAb. Concurrent mean OD405 for positive control Tg-expressing IgM monoclonal antibodies are 0.208 for anti-laminin Ig A10C and 0.352 for anti-DNA Ig

LamH/Vk8Jk5 (not shown). Antigen binding was tested in serum at 1/20 dilution in duplicate, measured as OD405 on antigen after subtraction of OD405 for binding

on diluent-coated wells. (E) Level of anti-laminin Tg IgMa autoAb in supernatants of spleen cells from exposed mice stimulated 7–8 days with indicated additive: L,

lipopolysaccharide (TLR4 ligand); R, R848 (TLR7 ligand) in combination with CpG oligos (TLR9 ligand). Undiluted supernatants were tested in duplicate; n = 3

mice/strain. Concurrent OD405 for positive control monoclonal antibody was 0.974 for anti-laminin H50 IgG.

exposed to silica and co-cultured with ligands to intracellular
TLR7 and TLR9. The capacity of the TLR ligands to elicit
anti-laminin Ig from Tg B cells from non-autoimmune B6
mice is surprising, because on this background the autoAb
Tg is stringently regulated by deletion, editing, and anergy, a
tolerance phenotype that has been remarkably stable for over
1.5 decades of study in our mouse colony. Tg anti-laminin Ig
have rarely been detected in or recovered from B6 autoAb Tg
mice (17, 18). In the current study, the induction of anti-laminin
Tg Ig is not observed with splenocytes from vehicle-exposed
autoAb Tg B6 mice, and the difference in autoAb production
is not explained by differences in B cell numbers, which are
equal in the two groups of B6 mice. This suggests that silica-
exposed B6 mice have a unique population of autoreactive
splenic B cells that can be activated by TLR7/9 ligands and
that are not present in their vehicle-exposed counterparts.
This supports the notion that the injury induced by silica
inhalation has systemic, not just local, effects that subtly alter
autoreactive B cell regulation and that can be unmasked
by superimposed exposure to TLR ligands. Some potential
differences may have been missed in the current study because
of the low sample size; these can be tested in a larger follow
up study.

A plausible explanation for the subtle deregulated
autoimmunity revealed in the spleen B cell differentiation
assays is that the systemic immune and cytokine milieu created
by silica-induced lung inflammation modulates B cell anergy and
promotes generation of a population of reversibly anergic B cells.
The phenotype observed in silica-exposed B6 splenic B cells is
reminiscent of the reversible anergy previously observed among
NZB autoAb Tg B cells, which respond to TLR ligands with
production of autoAb Tg, in contrast to anergic B cells in other
strains (19). As previously reported, the NZB reversible anergy
phenotype is revealed by both TLR4 and TLR7/9 stimulation
and is also observed in B cells from autoAb Tg NZB F1 progeny
(20), but not in anergic B cells from autoAb Tg B6 or BXSB mice
(19). Whereas, the NZB phenotype is genetically-determined
and likely cell intrinsic, the cause of development of a TLR7/9
reversible anergy in B cells from silica-exposed B6mice is unclear
and may well involve a distinct mechanism.

Study of models of B cell anergy in non-autoimmune-prone
mice suggest that maintenance of anergy in healthy cells centers
on mechanisms that block TLR ligands from inducing autoAb
secretion (48–51). Known mechanisms involve altered MAPK
activation or function, in some cases accompanied by altered
B cell receptor and/or TLR trafficking and exclusion from late
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endosomes (site of activation of endosomal TLRs). Increased
basal p-ERK, blocked p-ERK nuclear import, and decreased
JNK activation have been described. These mechanisms are
consistent with central roles of Ras/MAPK pathways in B cell
tolerance, TLR signaling, and activation of Blimp-1 (52, 53), the
transcriptional regulator that induces plasma cell differentiation
and Ig secretion after BCR/TLR stimulation. In this regard,
MAPK activation is described in human lung epithelial cells
exposed to crystalline silica in culture (54); however, direct
exposure seems an unlikely cause of silica-modulated anergy
in splenic B cells. Rather exposure of developing or anergic B
cells to the sustained systemic proinflammatory milieu created
during non-resolving lung inflammation is a more likely culprit.
Potential candidates to mediate a breach of B cell anergy
include endogenous TLR ligands—such as extracellular matrix
components or high-mobility group box 1 (HMGB1) protein—
released from injured lung tissue or cells and that can reach high
systemic levels in patients with chronic inflammation (55). In this
regard, TLR signaling has been shown to reverse anergy in human
autoreactive chronic lymphocytic leukemia B cells (56).

It is possible that silica exposure and lung injury interfere
with B cell regulation by other mechanisms. A systemic effect
on the fate of developing B cells in the bone marrow is
plausible. Proinflammatory factors, including interferon and
tumor necrosis factor (TNF), have a profound impact on and
direct reprogramming in hematopoietic stem cell fate (57). It is
thus notable that TNF-α is elevated in plasma of silica-exposed
(NZBxNZW)F1 lupusmice (58). Subsequentmodulation of B cell
signaling thresholds could alter tolerance induction and deletion
and allow a small subset of normally censored autoreactive B
cells to escape to the periphery. Alternatively, the pulmonary
and systemic proinflammatory milieu induced by silica exposure
could interfere with extrinsic B cell regulation. This has been
observed for some anergic B cells, in which Blimp-1 induction
and autoAb secretion is suppressed by dendritic- or macrophage-
derived suppressive factors, such as IL6, sCD40L, or TNFα (59–
61). This is possible in the assays reported here, which used spleen
cell, not isolated B cell, cultures. It is plausible that in some
settings silica-induced innate cell activation shifts the balance of
secreted factors to release cytokine-mediated B cell suppression.
This suggests a milieu distinct from that described in silicosis, in
which IL6 and TNF-α levels are typically increased (62).

The relevance of these findings to human autoimmunity will
require further study. Epidemiological studies link autoimmunity
to occupational exposure to inhaled silica dust. For practical
reasons, we and others have modeled silica pulmonary exposure
using bolus instillations rather than chronic dust inhalation. The
dose administered in our studies (3–6 mg/mouse) is similar
to the cumulative dose of 4 mg/mouse, administered by 4
weekly intranasal instillations, used by Bates and colleagues
(58), who calculated that 4mg was the mouse equivalent of
one-half of a human lifetime occupational exposure based on
recommended exposure limits. This and similar bolus exposures
lead to lung injury, TLS, and autoantibody production in
mice, suggesting that the protocols provide useful models to
study mechanisms of silica-induced autoimmunity. Ultimately,
however, relevance of mechanisms to silica-induced injury in

humans will require study of alternative exposures, inhalation
in particular, and optimized models, including human lung
and immune organoids and animals with humanized immune
systems, genes, and cytokines.

Local Autoimmune Regulation After Silica
Instillation
The role of the induced pulmonary TLS-like structures in
modulating B cell autoimmunity in these strains remains unclear
and will require further study, as the role may vary in wildtype
vs. autoAb Tg strains. Silica-induced pulmonary TLS in mice
is well-described (39, 58, 63–65), and the enhanced humoral
autoimmunity described here parallels the findings of Brown,
Bates, and Mayeux in lupus-prone New Zealand Mixed 2410 and
(NZBxNZW)F1 (BWF1) strains and diversity outbred mice (39,
58, 64). TLS are functional and can provide a microenvironment
for local B cell and helper T cell interactions, foreign antigen-
driven immune responses, and local antibody production (66–
69). TLS may also promote autoimmunity. Autoreactive B
cells were detected in ectopic germinal centers of salivary
gland from patients with Sjogren’s syndrome, suggesting that
TLS lack normal regulatory checkpoints, such as follicular
exclusion found in secondary lymphoid organs (70). Moreover,
synovial TLS dissected from RA patients’ joints produce
human anti-citrullinated-protein IgG when transplanted into
scid mice (71, 72).

There is evidence for a role for lung TLS in promoting
local autoAb production in the wildtype mice in the present
study, although with strain-specific differences. Silica exposure
led to significantly elevated levels of anti-DNA Ig in BALF in
all strains except NZB, in which it trended toward significance.
Levels of anti-DNA Ig in silica-exposed B6 mouse BALF were
nonetheless quite low, relative to their autoimmune counterparts
(Figures 3A,B and Table 1). Conversely, levels of BALF anti-
DNA Ig in silica-exposed MRL mice significantly exceeded those
in other silica-exposed strains. Whereas, it is possible that these
high BALF levels in MRL derive from elevated serum anti-
DNA levels, the recovery of significantly more anti-DNA IgG
from TLR-stimulated lung cells of silica-exposed MRL mice
compared to other strains (Figure 3E) suggests that abundant
IgG is produced locally.

Anti-MPO Ig were also detected in BALF of silica-exposed
mice, although with a different strain distribution. Levels of
anti-MPO Ig in BALF from BXSB mice significantly exceeded
levels in other silica-exposed strains. This strain restriction was
unexpected, in that we initially screened for autoAb to MPO, a
major autoAb specificity linked to ANCA vasculitis, both because
of the association of silica exposure with ANCA vasculitis in
humans and because of reports of detection of anti-MPO Ig
in subsets of MRL/lpr mice (22) as well as in the derivative
autoimmune SCG/Kj strain (73, 74). These results suggest that
BXSB as well as MRL genes contribute to anti-MPO production
in SCG/Kj mice. We did not observe anti-MPO Ig in silica-
exposed B6 mice, a strain in which B cell responses to self-MPO
are difficult to induce in the absence of genetic manipulation of
antigen expression (75).
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The role of TLS in autoAb Tg mice is likely more complicated
and more challenging to dissect. The autoAb Tg is highly useful
for tracking B cells of known autospecificity and tolerance
mechanisms that control them, considerations that guided the
choice of model for this study. However, introduction of an Ig Tg
by design generates a relatively homogeneous B cell population,
with elimination of much of the endogenous B cell population
by allelic exclusion. An autoAb Tg further skews the repertoire,
particularly if regulation markedly depletes and inactivates B
cells, as is the case with the autoAb Tg under study here. B cell
repertoire restriction also impacts T cell numbers, immunity, and
subset distribution. Because functional, activated B cells and T
cells may be critical for initiation, organization, and maintenance
of TLS (76), this process may be disrupted in autoAb Tg mice.
Moreover, the influence of anergic or regulatory B cells on TLS
biology is less clear. Nonetheless it is of note that our silica-
exposed autoAb Tg mice develop multiple TLS-like structures in
their lungs.

In summary, our findings collectively suggest that silica
exposure and subsequent sustained lung inflammation lead
to strain-specific modulation of humoral autoimmunity that
includes subtle effects on B cell tolerance. The type of autoAb
induced varies by autoimmune genetic susceptibility and by
site of autoAb production, as revealed by local production of
anti-MPO autoAb in silica-exposed BXSB lung. However, silica
exposure alone is insufficient to overtly disrupt B cell deletional
or anergric tolerance, even at doses capable of inducing striking
lung injury and TLS formation in multiple autoimmune
backgrounds. Evidence is provided that superimposed exposure
to TLR ligands may collaborate with silica-induced immune
aberrations to promote autoAb production. Future studies
can define the local and systemic immune phenotypes
induced by silica exposure, including the pulmonary
immune response in autoAb Tg mice, and further dissect
the cellular and molecular basis of aberrant tolerance after silica
exposure and role of synergistic environmental susceptibility,
the results of which may inform design of inhaled or
systemic immunotherapies.
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